Engineers to Go to Mouth of Colorado

There is something doing with the Southern Pacific in connection with the control of the Colorado river below the Mexican line.

Not only have the engineers and surveyors of the S. P. been busy at and near the scene of the recent Ocker-son endeavors to control the Colorado at Bee river, but now a party of S. P. engineers and surveyors are going to the mouth of the Colorado river by boat and return overland.

Joaquin Mendez, one of the best guides around Yuma left here to-day at noon for Andrade where he will join the force of S. P. engineers and surveyors and guide them to the present mouth of the Colorado by boat. Arriving there the boat will be abandoned, and the party will return overland, possibly leaving the boat to be brought back by Mendez and some Indians, or possibly selling or abandoning the boat.

Mendez stated before he left that the party expected to get started to-day or to-morrow.
The Arizona Republican says:

This breed has produced a hero, R. K. Shanssey, president of the New Mex

ico AssociatedAmerican

ic Association. I am in receipt today of a letter from him, enclosing a

copy of the best, and Professors about the middle of October, and you shall

be informed of what is necessary.

This is a very remarkable case of the

removal of the secret of insanity to

the New Mexico State Hospital.

The more will be published in the next
issue of the New Mexico State Hospital.

The laborers are well fed and entertained, and the yoke is on the hands of the

some of the best doctors of the state.
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